Time 3 Evaluation – After Last class
1. What are the three first letters of your first name
(not a nickname, but as it appears on your birth
certificate)?

4. Where are you taking the first time offender
program?
5. Are you left handed?


2. What is your gender?



3. In what year and month were you born?
_____
yyyy

6. Did you play an instrument in 6th grade?

7. Did you have a cat as a child?

_____
mm

In the next twelve months will you …



Definitely
Will

Probably
Will

Probably
Will Not

Definitely
Will Not

8. use tobacco?









9. have one or more drinks of alcohol?









10. get drunk?









11. use marijuana?









12. use illegal drugs?









How much do people risk harming themselves physically or
in other ways when they …
13. use tobacco every day?

No Risk

Slight Risk

Moderate
Risk

Great Risk









14. smoke marijuana once or twice a week?









15. get drunk once or twice a week?









16. use illegal drugs once or twice a week?









Never

Sometimes

Most of the
Time

All of the
Time

17. I have a positive outlook toward life.









18. I am able to give and receive care/love.









19. I have a sense of purpose









20. I believe that each day has potential.









21. I feel my life has value and worth.









Sometimes

Most of
the Time

Never
22.
23.
24.
25.

I'm available when others in the family want to talk with me.
Family members ask each other for help.
Family members like to spend free time with each other.
Family members feel very close to each other.
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All of the
Time
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Very
Unlikely
Unlikely

Very
Likely

Likely

During a discussion of issues or problems, how likely is it that . . .









26. Both my parents and I blame, accuse, or criticize each other









27. I pressure, nag, or demand while my parents withdraws, becomes
silent, or refuses to discuss the matter further
28. My parents pressure, nag, or demand while I withdraw, become
silent, or refuse to discuss the matter further

















29. I criticize while my parents defend themselves









30. My parents criticize while I defend myself









Never
31. It is easy for me to stick to my aims and accomplish my goals.
32. I am confident that I could deal efficiently with unexpected
events.
33. Thanks to my resourcefulness, or my inventiveness I know how
to handle situations that come up unexpectedly.
34. I can solve most problems if I invest the necessary effort.
35. I can usually handle whatever comes my way.

Sometimes

Most of
the Time

All of the
Time





































Hardly-Ever Sometimes

Often

36. I stay calm and keep my cool when I am feeling mad







37. I hold my anger in







38. I can stop myself from losing my temper







39. I hide my sadness







40. When I’m sad, I do something totally different until I calm down







41. I’m afraid to show my sadness







How many of your close friends …

None

Some

Most

All

42. Use alcohol regularly?









43. Use tobacco regularly?









44. Use marijuana regularly?









45. Use other illegal drugs regularly?









46. Attend religious meetings regularly?









47. Get into fights regularly?









48. Steal regularly?









49. Are in organized after school sports?









50. Are involved in activities like student counsel, science clubs, 4-H, YMCA,
etc?









51. Are really smart and do well in school?









52. Frequently skip school?









53. Have ever gotten in trouble with the police?









54. Have ever been pregnant or have gotten someone pregnant?
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Time 3 Evaluation – After Last class
The following pairs of sentences are talking about two kinds of kids. We’d like you to decide whether you
are more like the kids on the left side or you are more like the kids on the right side. Then we would like you
to mark whether that is only sort of true for you or really true for you.

Really Sort of
True
True
●

o


















FILL IN ONLY ONE CIRCLE FOR EACH PAIR OF SENTENCES
Which is more like you?
Some Teenagers…

Really Sort of
True
True

Other Teenagers…

(Example) like chocolate.
have a lot of friends.
do very well at their class work.
feel that they are better than others their
age at sports.
are happy with themselves most of the
time.

but (Example) don’t like chocolate.
but don’t have very many friends.
but don’t do very well at their class work
don’t feel they can play sports as
but
well.

o

o











but are often not happy with themselves.







do things they know they shouldn’t do.

but







really like their looks.

hardly ever do things they know they
shouldn’t do.
but wish they looked different.





How much do you agree or disagree with the
following?
78. All in all, I am glad I am me.
79. I get a lot of encouragement at my school.
80. In my family I feel useful and important.
81. Adults in my town or city make me feel
important

Strongly Agree




Agree








How important is each of the following to you in your life?
82. Helping to make the world a better place to live in.
83. Accepting responsibility for my actions when I make a mistake or
get in trouble.

Strongly
disagree




Disagree







Not
Somewhat Quite Extremely
important important important important












Think about the people who know you well. How do
you think they would rate you on this?
84. Enjoying being with people who are of a
different race than I am.

Not at all
like me

A little
like me





How well do each of these statements describe you?
When I see…
85. someone being taken advantage of, I want to
help them.
86. someone being picked on, I feel sorry for them.
87. another person who is hurt or upset, I feel sorry
for them.

Not at all
like me

A little
like me































How true is this statement for you?
88. I feel my friends are good friends.
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Always true Usually true



Somewhat Quite like Very much
like me
me
like me






Somewhat Quite like Very much
like me
me
like me

Sometimes
Almost
true
Seldom true never true




